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Using examples from companies such as Home Depot, Airbus, Boeing, and Nokia, as well as countries including Taiwan and Russia, "Enterprise Risk Management" takes an in-depth look at one of the hottest topics in business today. This title shows readers in charge of monitoring operational exposures in corporations, nonprofit organizations, and government agencies how they can best determine and balance opportunities against the possibilities of loss. Featuring enlightening case studies, interviews, and exercises, this essential book shows readers how they can implement ERM the right way at their organization.
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CCNP ROUTE 642-902 Official Certification Guide (Exam Certification Guide)Cisco Press, 2010

	Master the CCNP® ROUTE 642-902 exam with this official study guide

	
		Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes
	
		Review key concepts with Exam Preparation Tasks
	
		Practice with realistic exam questions on the CD-ROM
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Node.js the Right Way: Practical, Server-Side JavaScript That ScalesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Get to the forefront of server-side JavaScript programming by writing compact, robust, fast, networked Node applications that scale. Ready to take JavaScript beyond the browser, explore dynamic languages features and embrace evented programming? Explore the fun, growing repository of Node modules provided by npm. Work with multiple protocols,...
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Sterile Filtration: A Practical ApproachCRC Press, 2000

	This book focuses on sterilizing grade filters in the biopharmaceutical industry, emphasizing practical applications of universal and dependable operational protocols, integrity testing, and troubleshooting to streamline the production and preparation of pharmaceuticals.

	

	Addresses the complexities of globalizing redundancy in...
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Exam 70-443 and 70-450 Microsoft SQL Server Database Design and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Welcome to the Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) program for Microsoft SQL

	Server Database Design and Optimization. MOAC represents the collaboration between

	Microsoft Learning and John Wiley & Sons, Inc. publishing company. Microsoft and Wiley

	teamed up to produce a series of textbooks that deliver compelling and...
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Photoshop Fine Art Effects Cookbook: 62 Easy-To-Follow RecipesO'Reilly, 2006
How would you like to create your own impressionist landscape, a van Gogh still life, or a surrealist Salvador Dali dream world? Or perhaps a classic Ansel Adams photograph of Yosemite or an authentic-looking 19th century Daguerrotype?  You can do all of that and more with Photoshop Fine Art Effects...
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Narrating Narcos: Culiacán and Medellín (Pitt Illuminations)University of Pittsburgh Press, 2013

	Narrating Narcos presents a probing examination of the prominent role of narcotics trafficking in contemporary Latin American cultural production. In her study, Gabriela Polit Dueñas juxtaposes two infamous narco regions, Culiacán, Mexico, and Medellín, Colombia, to demonstrate the powerful forces of violence,...
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